
Raspberry Stitch Finger Less Gloves – Free Crochet pattern

For this project you will need one skein of yarn (250 yards) . 5mm / H hook

ch = chain
sc = single crochet
dc = double crochet
sl st = slip stitch
sk a st = skip a stitch
sts = stitches
FPDC = Front post double crochet
BPDC = Back post double crochet
* repeat what's in between

If you need help learning to do the FPDC or BPDC see this beginner video with 
slow motion http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-P68IyedUw8 

To start:
ch 24 and sl st in beginning ch to form a ring. The multiple is 3 if you want to 
adjust sizing.

Round 1
ch 2, dc in the same stitch and in all stitches, to end round sl st in beginning st 
(24 sts)

Round 2
ch 2, * FPDC in beginning post of the DC from last round. Always ignore the ch 2 
and pretend it's not there. BPDC into next post of the following dc *  to end round 
sl st in beginning FPDC.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-P68IyedUw8


Round 3 – 5
Repeat round 2 for the next 3 rounds for a total of 5 rounds of FPDC / BPDC.

Round 6
ch 1 & turn your work, so that your facing the wrong side of the project.
In the same beginning stitch work a sc, dc, sc all into the same stitch. * Skip 2 
stitches, then in next work a sc, dc, sc all in the same stitch * repeat until you 
reach the beginning stitch, and sl st into the sc. 

Round 7
ch 1 sc, dc, sc in beginning st, * Skip 2 stitches, then in next work a sc, dc, sc all 
in the same stitch * ( You will always be working in the first sc of the cluster )
repeat until you reach the beginning stitch, and sl st into the sc. 

Round 8 – 17
Repeat round 7 for the next 10 rounds for a total of 12 rounds of raspberry 
stitches.

Making the Thumb

Round 18
ch 5 and skip 2 stitches (skipping a full Raspberry stitch) then in the beginning of 



the next Raspberry stitch cluster, sc, dc, sc in the first sc as normal. Then 
continue round as normal.

Round 19
when you come back up to the thumb again, sc down the ch 5 from last round.

Then skip 2 sts and start your next Raspberry stitch cluster in the beginning of 
the next Raspberry stitch cluster, sc, dc, sc in the first sc as normal. Then 
continue round as normal.

Round 20
When you've reached the thumb again, as you can see in the picture below, you 
should 2 stitches before the sc's that are over the thumb hole. Skip those two 
stitches as normal and in the first sc above the thumb hole, do a Raspberry stitch 
Cluster  sc, dc, sc, then skip two stitches, and sc, dc, sc, skip one st and continue 
as normal. You should be working in the same stitch as before for your clusters, 
continue round as normal.



Rounds 21 – 27
Mark the first Raspberry stitch of the round and just keep working in one 
continuous round for the next 7 rounds.

Round 28
sc in all stitches around. Sl st in beginning st and cut your yarn, hide tail.
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You can sell any item made from these patterns and link back to my page or 
videos, but you do not have permission to copy and paste my patterns anywhere 
online.
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